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Through the course of this report, you will not only see an explanation 

of the whole design process and the outcomes from it with its 

respective pictures, drawings, graphs, etc. But also different pictures of 

my experience during this 20 week period.

This has been as much of a personal learning experience as it has been 

curricular/educational.

I would like to specially thank all of the people that have been involved 

with this project during the testings and the beach cleaning activities.
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INTRODUCTION

EXPLORATION

BACKGROUND // context, target group 

DESIGN BRIEF

DESIGN CHALLENGE

DEISGN REQUIREMENTS

IDEA GENERATION

DIVERGING // wwwwwh, mind map, what if?, existing solutions, existing problems 

IDEA GENERATION // design drawing, brainstorming & morphological chart 

CONVERGING // concept generation 1.0, harris profile

EVALUATION // objective evaluation, harris profile, expert consultation

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT GENERATION // scamper, other promotional tools, problem identification, concept generation 2.0, features, evaluation 2

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT // improvements 1, concept selection for prototyping, feature test, results, evaluation 3

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT // improvements 2, prototyping 1, user testing 1, results, evaluation 4 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT // improvements 3, prototyping 2, user testing 2, results, evaluation 5 

REFINEMENT // opening, aesthetics

FINAL CONCEPT

FINAL CONCEPT // final prototype, user testing 3, results, evaluation 6, final features (visualisation) 

DESIRABILITY // user needs, requirement check

FEASABILITY // material selection, supply chain, ex. manufacturers, list of materials, manufacturing, patterns, technical drawings

VIABILITY // stakeholders, costs, competition analysis

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

REFLECTION

Introduction
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BACKGROUND OF TOPIC

It is known that plastic waste is one of societies greatest 
problems of this 21st century. It is estimated that the world has 
thrown away 275 million tonnes of plastic up until 2015, of this 
275 million, 3% of this amount is thrown away into the water 
every year (Jambeck, 2015). In addition, it has been calculated 
that the amount of plastic in the oceans surface would reach 
the hundred thousands of tonnes or more in 2014 (Eriksen, 
2014). 5 years have passed and now there are more micro-
plastics in the sea than there are stars in the Milky Way (“‘Turn 
the tide on plastic’ urges UN, as microplastics in the seas now 
outnumber stars in our galaxy,” 2017).

‘The Ocean Conservancy has long audited the trash collected 
by item. For the first time in 2017, all of the top ten items 
retrieved were plastics, displacing glass bottles, aluminum cans, 
and rope that had been stalwarts on the list. The list includes 
cigarette butts (with plastic filters), food wrappers, bottles, 
bottle caps, and shopping bags’ (Parker, 2018).
This is clear proof that there is a huge problem with plastic 
waste, many organisations, small and large, are making huge 
efforts in order to solve this problem but many others take it as 
a joke. 

One of the ultimate consequences of plastic waste is the 
destruction of oceanic wildlife and habitats. Many birds and 
fish eat these plastics or get tangled up inside them, leading to 
many injuries or, in many cases, death.

Nowadays, there is so much plastic in the sea, that we are now 
eating fish that have tiny amounts of plastic in their organism. 
Many of these plastics contain toxins too, these either poison 
and kill the fishes that consume them or they end up in their 
organisms and eventually in ours too (Unite, 2019).

An ‘easy’ solution for the plastic waste crisis is avoiding and 
controlling plastic production. While this is a very large scale 
and worldwide solution, this research is going to focus on a 
smaller scale and investigate on the effects of plastics in the 
sand of our shores.

Beach clean-ups is one of the many options that exist towards 
recovering mismanaged plastics in order to take them to their 
respective recycling stations. This activity implies a group of 
people that gather with plastic bags and pick up all the plastic 
that they can find from the designated beach. As much as 
nearly all of the plastic on the beach is recovered, there is a lot 
of sand that goes away with this plastic that will no longer stay 
at that beach, making it smaller and smaller every time it gets 
cleaned.

Now that there is even more and more plastic in the seas, 
more and more plastics will go to the shores of the beaches 
and these beaches will have to get cleaned more often. This 
solution aims to help with the plastic waste problem as well as 
trying to keep beaches in their full potential.
The Canary Islands live fundamentally on tourism, it is their 
most important productive sector.

Around 16 million tourists visit us each year. The Canary Islands 
currently has the Canary Network of Protected Natural Spaces, 
which is made up of 146 Spaces, together they constitute 
approximately 40% of the surface of the Archipelago. The 
protection categories that make up this Network are the 
National Parks, Natural Parks and Rural Parks, the Integral 
Natural Reserves and the Special Natural Reserves, the Natural 
Monuments, the Protected Landscapes and the Sites of 
Scientific Interest.

‘We live by our blue flags and for us it is very important that the 
beaches are clean’.
‘The Canary Islands can be sold better as tourist destination 
because they have clean beaches and mountains’.
‘Any public entity will be interested in using this product to 
promote the cleanliness of the beaches and their mountains to 
all the tourists who visit us annually’.

These statements translate into the objectives that the final 
result of this project wants to transmit; • It is very important that 
the beaches and the country side are clean.

• We want more beaches with blue flags.

• We want to promote the cleanliness of the beaches and the 
countryside.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RESEARCH

The most popular methods and difficulties mentioned above 
are the ones that will serve as inspiration for the following 
stages of the design project. As the ‘Rubbish bag + Gloves’ was 
the most popular method and the one with most problems, 
a focus on this method will be applied in the following stages. 
A focus on the preferred ‘Try something new or stay with your 
pre-selected method’ will also be made as working on these 
could already incentivize a change of method for improvement 
attitude.

‘Material’, ‘Weight’ and ‘Carrying Around’ where the most 
repeated issues in the research. Material research in order to 
work with resistance capabilities and weight will be done in 
the next stages of the project. Weight and carrying ability will 
be worked on as conjoined problems as one could be solved 
with the other.

As stated in the On-line Secondary Research, it has only been 
re-confirmed how dangerous plastics in general are for the 
environment, sea creatures and us. It is known that plastic is in 
all marine ecosystems in the world, in salt, beer, even inside the 
human being but what is yet to be proven is the effect as this 
problem has really just started to be researched in the past few 
years.

The fishing net used for the experiment was bought from a 
local ‘all for 1€’ store. This is where people go buy the cheapest 
and the easiest to get things. 73% of the total amount of what 
was picked up with this Net was sand. Buying and then using 
products for purposes that weren’t intended to serve end up 
resulting in even worse results than intended.
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Microplastics are not the only kind of waste found in beaches, 
there are also bigger macro and meso plastics, that end up 
decomposing into microplastics. In order to prevent these 
macro and meso plastics from turning into microplastics, a 
solution that is able to cover all these will be contemplated. As 
beach cleaning activities don’t focus only on picking one kind 
of plastic waste but everything possible.

Even though most microplastics that are picked up are over 
1mm this doesn’t mean that there are others particles smaller 
than this. These particles would require much more time to be 
separated and is not the goal of beach cleaning as these are 
done in an hour.

The fact that a 1mm mesh is the most recommended may not 
mean that it is the most optimal for the design solution. During 
the design stage, if a mesh solution is to be continued with, the 
mesh size will be tested in order to see which is actually the 
most optimal for the solution.

The fishing net used for the experiment was bought from a 
local ‘all for 1€’ store. This is where people go buy the cheapest 
and the easiest to get things. 73% of the total amount of what 
was picked up with this Net was sand. Buying and then using 
products for purposes that weren’t intended to serve end up 
resulting in even worse results than intended.

Appearances can be very deceiving, it could be observed that 
even though the rubbish picked up seemed to have no or very 
little signs of sand, it was found that in both methods tested 
sand constituted the majority of the total amount of material 
picked up. This is because the sand is either hidden in between 
the waste or at the bottom, and because the waste is so 
voluptuous, you don’t notice the sand that you are also taking 
away with you. Probably the reason for such low answers on 
these methods is because the users haven’t seen how big of an 
issue this is.

Exploration
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Problem Statement

Existing beach cleaning meet-ups offer an instant solution towards the certain beach 
they are removing the plastic from. Such fast solutions often end up also harming 
the environment by also taking away parts that are crucial to be able to maintain 
beaches as they are.

The problems and needs from self-experience and comments from other peers have 
led me to question the process of beach cleaning.

Initial research into the field of plastic waste have led to the formulation of the 
following statement:

‘Design a solution that allows beach cleaning participants 
to increase the amount of plastic they recover from beaches 

without having to compromise the beaches amount of 
sand and reducing the impact that plastic waste has on the 

beaches biosphere and environment’.

More than half of the sediment/waste picked up in the most popular methods is 
sand, making this a crucial problem that has to be solved

User & Target Groups

The main users of this product are the people who attend beach 
cleaning events worldwide or are conscious about plastic waste and try 
to clean part of the beach or the area were they are laying by themselves. 
Mainly 18-35 y/o male and female young adults.

Organisations that prepare these events or promote this lifestyle and 
values may be interested in the distribution of this product.

It has also been taken into consideration public organisms like 
government institutions that could buy this product and distribute to 
the main users as some sort of campaign.
Hotels and other touristic facilities could be interested in the distribution 
of this product too as a part of their corporate responsibility.
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Goals

• Reduce his carbon 
footprint

• Make an impact 
towards climate change

• Defend issues that can 
affect the future of our 
planet

Ferdi 
Cayado25
Spanish

Masters Student, Vegan, Activist. 

Attends every protest he can go to, 
Loves beaches and the sea, Surfer

Frustrations

• Only very few people 
take action on global 
issues

• Very low visibility of the 
problems he stands up 
for

Vison

The Rubbish Bag + Gloves method is used by most of the beach cleaners 
around the world, this bag is made from plastic that is non-durable, 
propense to tearing and very hard to carry around. A need of a change in 
the method used has been proven based on the results of the research.

With my design I would like to improve the beach cleaning activities by 
implementing a new method designed solely for this kind of activity. 
This solution will help not only with the issues mentioned above but also 
with the problem of sand sedimentation, that is a very high impact but 
low visibility problem.

Wouldn’t it be great if you could pick up plastic from the 
beach without having to take also part of the beaches sand 

with you?
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Needs Challenge

The challenge is to design a solution in the form of a handheld object 
that will improve the process of picking up plastic and other waste from 
the beach taking the least amount of sand possible with you, decreasing 
the repercussions of the plastic waste staying at the beaches.

The user needs a solution that 
is easier to carry due to the 
accumulation of waste that ends 
up making the method used very 
weighty.

A new material that does not 
imply the use of non-recyclable 
plastic, that doesn’t tare with sharp 
objects or move due to weather 
conditions.

They want a change from the most 
popular ‘Rubbish Bag + Gloves’ 
method
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Materialisation

The solution will be sold individually at the same time as being 
used on awareness campaigns organised by public entities, private 
organisations/companies or NGO’s.

It is intended to build a social media community surrounding the 
product that will come out of this graduation project. Instagram will be 
the key marketing tool (content generation and sharing) while twitter 
will be used to spread the word and make the project known.

The core value of this solution is a bag that will serve exclusively to the 
purpose of beach cleaning. It will include features that will only enhance 
the cleaning experience, trying to turn it from a unsatisfactory task 
(thinking about the act itself not the consequences of the act, that are of 
course satisfactory) to an all-around satisfactory action.

The added value will be the small details that will come with the 
solution but will not really serve to the purpose of the act of beach 
cleaning itself. Such added details will for example be the material 
used for the solution, how will the solution be distributed and produced 
(environmentally friendly) the message and values that will be spread 
through the intended campaigns and the retail sales.method

Obtaining Product
• Individual user 5-10€ Per bag
• Bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.) 2-4€ Per 
bag. To be able to give out for free without any considerable 
loss
Using Product
• User must be able to carry the solution through the beach 
and to the bins with rubbish inside
• Resistant to moderate breeze (+18knt according to the 
international standards) to prevent the bag from flying away
• Different Volumes of capacity depending as there is not only 
one type of user/scale of activity (20L/40L/60L/80L).
• Solution must stay open on its own
• Sand < 1mm can go through the solution
• Waterproof; there is no water retention inside the solution
• Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects
Disposal of Product
• Cleaned by user only with a water wash
• Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger
• Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material
• Cleaned by user only with a water wash
Aesthetics
• Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, 
Hotels, etc.)
• Space for branding of the solution when sold directly to 
individual consumers
• Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and 
possible brandidng 
Materials
• No use of non-recyclable plastics

Obtaining Product

Using Product

Disposal of Product

Hotels / Governments /
NGO’s / Others

Retail
(On-line)

Arrive at Location Recovering Plastic
form Location

Leave Location

Arrive Home

Dispose Bag

Different sizes of plastic

Wind

Weight

Sharp objects

Sand inside

Long distance to 
rubbish bins

Throw rubbish into bins

Clean bag

Store bag

Plastic recycling bin

Biodegradable?

Design Requirements

The requirements listed to the right have been de-
fined based on the results from the research and the 
process tree created in order to study the different 
functions that the solution would serve
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Idea Generation Diverging
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Wwwwwh

What: Improve the beach cleaning process by introducing a new waste 
recovery method

Why: In order to reduce the amount of waste found in sand beaches, 
with this a small grain of sand will be put into the worldwide actions 
against plastic waste

Who: The people using this device will be the attendants of beach 
cleaning activities or any individual that cleans beaches when that 
individual goes to a beach

When: During organised beach cleaning activities or alone

Where: In beaches all over the world

How: Picking up all kinds of plastics and other waste from sand beaches 
and taking them to the plastic recycling bins or centers

Mind Map

In this mind map I focused on looking at all the problems surrounding 
beach cleaning activities. The problems that come with them and also 
looking at the problems that make beach cleaning activities necessary.
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Existing solutions

Following the research, the mentioned solutions where the most used during beach cleaning activities.

Rubbish Bag + Gloves

Description: Rubbish bag bought on supermarkets, 
used as a tool to dispose the plastic picked up with 
the gloves, plastics go straight into the bag

Advantages: Large bags can fit a lot of waste inside 
them, very versatile as they can be taken everywhere, 
lightweight, and when folded occupies very little 
space, as hands are used you can pick up every kind of 
plastic or other waste the user is able to pick up.

Disadvantages: Blows away with wind, hard to keep 
bag open, fragile if in contact with sharp objects, 
when full it’s difficult to carry

Litter picker

Description: Clamp mechanism used to grab trash 
from the beach and deposit in a bag 

Advantages: No need to kneel down to reach rubbish

Disadvantages: Used for rock beaches because there 
are places more difficult to reach, can’t pick up 
microplastics, user can’t store the residue, have to 
make use of a bag

Methods Using some kind of mesh feature

Description: Fishing nets (implemented with racks too) 
& Mesh bags. Pick up larger amounts of waste with 
sand and then sift away the excess, then deposit in a 
bag

Advantages: can pick large amounts of waste and sift 
away the excess sand

Disadvantages: can leave behind the biggest grains of 
sand, seaweed can also get stuck inside, different kinds 
of mesh allow more or less residue to go through, nets 
are small so user can’t store the residue, have to move 
it to a bag
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Existing problems

The individual methods mentioned above have their own 
unique problems, based on the research I was able to identify 
the following general problems:

• Weight

• Difficulty to carry 

• Material

• Sand Retention

What if?

Identified the most popular methods and problems, 
I used these to diverge into what possible solution 
to the problems could be solved by improving the 
existing methods

The rubbish bag, or some sort of bag is always 
present in every method used.

• What if the bag was updated to incorporate the best 
features of the most popular methods so the user 
would only have to carry one device?
• What if the bag could select what is waste and what 
is not waste?
• What if the bag never teared and biodegraded when 
composted?
• What if the bag had a transporting mechanism to 
withstand the weight?

The litter picker is mostly used in rock beaches and 
this design project is focused on sand beaches 

• What if the litter picker was automated and had its 
own bag where the residue would be deposited? 
• What if the litter picker had tiny clamps that allowed 
for precision when picking up microplastics?

Nets/Meshes can be very destructive to the 
environment but can also help it if used properly

• What if the mesh opened and closed while 
determining if what it’s opening for is waste or not 
waste? 
• What if the mesh was flexible and resistant to tears 
but still managed to not blow away with the wind
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Brainstorming

During this brainstorming session we focused on the different problems 
that are faced on beach cleaning activities and we discussed about the 
general solutions that could be used to solve these problems

Design Drawing

An initial session of Design Drawing was carried out after the group 
brainstorming, the sketches have been separated into different ‘ideas’ 
that individually solve the requirements listed above and then described 
with their respective pro’s and con’s

Idea 1

Description: Bag with wheels, similar to 
a trolley. Pick up the trash, deposit inside 
the bag and when moving use the trolley

Advantages: Can move the bag faster 
around the beach and up/down 
hills. Can handle weight better than 
transporting the bag without wheels

Disadvantages: Wheels may sink if too 
thin. Wheels might interrupt or interfere 
with the cleaning
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Idea 2

Description: Pull in/out wheels on bag. 
Pick up the trash, deposit inside the bag. 
If there is a need to move around the 
area or bag is too heavy, pull the wheels 
out and move.

Advantages: In the beach, no risk of 
wheels sinking as they aren’t used 
constantly, only use wheels when 
needed

Disadvantages: Wheel mechanism can 
break, bigger wheels may take up a lot of 
space inside that could be used to store 
waste

Idea 3

Description: Open/Close mechanism in a 
circular shape, when shut can be held as 
a handbag and when open it keeps the 
opening open

Advantages: When the bag is closed, it’s 
closed, and when it’s open, it’s open. Can 
be carried like a handbag

Disadvantages: ‘handbag’ feature can 
only support certain weight before being 
uncomfortable to carry
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Idea 4

Description: Open/Close mechanism 
with a pull string, you can carry the bag 
like a handbag 

Advantages: Simple open-close

Disadvantages: Strings might be too 
thin and uncomfortable to carry after 
some time with some weight. The bag 
wouldn’t stay widely open if there is 
wind

Idea 5

Description: Open/Close mechanism 
with two pull strings, you can carry the 
bag like a backpack

Advantages: Carrying the bag like a 
backpack makes it much easier to 
transport the bag if it is heavy

Disadvantages: Bag wouldn’t stay open if 
there is wind
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Idea 6

Description: Handles on the sides of 
the bag to pick up and move the bag if 
necessary 

Advantages: Can be used by several 
people if the bag is extra heavy

Disadvantages: After some time, if used 
on your own and if heavy, it can be 
uncomfortable to carry

Idea 7

Description: Weights on the bottom of 
the bag to prevent from the bag blowing 
away with the wind

Advantages: Bag will stay in place even 
though there are high winds

Disadvantages: Extra weight that can 
make it more uncomfortable to carry
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Idea 8

Description: Hooks hidden on the sides 
of the bag to pin into the sand to prevent 
the bag from flying away (inspired by 
tents)

Advantages: Holds the bag to the ground 
even with high winds, easy to stick in/out 
the sand 

Disadvantages: Can lose the hooks

Idea 9

Description: Different layers of mesh with 
different sizes to filter the different sizes 
of residue and to ease the sand to filter 
out of the bag

Advantages: The residue gets separated 
and then it’s easier to classify types of 
residue if needed

Disadvantages: How to determine how 
much space between layer and layer, as 
there are different sizes of plastics and 
every beach has different quantities
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Idea 10

Description: Mesh bag with the mesh 
being bigger on top and smaller at the 
bottom 

Advantages: No need of different layers

Disadvantages: Small pieces that stay 
on the top can fall off if the mesh is big 
enough in that area

Idea 11

Description: Different sizes of bags to 
allow for different purposes

Advantages: Each size can be used for 
individual and group activities, allowing 
to save on product quantities in some 
cases where smaller bags aren’t needed. 
Each bag has its own characteristics so 
the user can choose which fits their need 
better

Disadvantages: -
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Results from Morphological Chart

In this group session we tried to diverge into more specific ways of 
solving the problems faced while beach cleaning

Idea 1

Description: To solve weight problems, 
It’s better to distribute the heaviest 
weight towards your back than further 
from the back. A slot inside the bag 
separates two spaces, one for heavier 
and another for lighter weights

Advantages: Better ergonomics for the 
persons back if used in the back

Disadvantages: Space, one slot can fill up 
faster than the other

Idea 2

Description: Foldable bag that can be 
transported anywhere

Advantages: you can take it with you 
anywhere you want, as long as it fits 

Disadvantages: can’t have too many 
features as it requires to fit in small 
spaces
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Idea 3

Description: Foldable bag inside a small 
bag. You carry the bag inside a small bag 
attached to your purse or backpack and 
if had to be used, taken out of the small 
bag and turns into a bigger bag

Advantages: you can take it with you 
anywhere you want, as long as it fits 

Disadvantages: can’t have too many 
features as it requires to fit in small 
spaces

Idea 4

Description: Use same material as plastic 
shopping bags

Advantages: Widely used plastic, cheap 
production costs reusable and recyclable 

Disadvantages: Plastic
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Idea 5

Description: Having a waterproof side in 
the bag so that if used as a backpack, 
any wet residue wouldn’t make the users 
clothes dirty

Advantages: Keeps users clothes clean

Disadvantages: Less mesh surface to get 
rid of the sand

Idea 6

Description: Have a smaller bag to 
clean up microplastics and then 
deposit into the bigger bag where you 
put all of the residue

Advantages: Precise method to pick 
up larger quantities of microplastics 
fatser 

Disadvantages: 2 pieces instead of one
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 Idea 7

Description: Have two layers inside the 
bag, inner being mesh, outer being non-
mesh. While walking the sand would go 
into the outer layer without filling the 
users clothes with sand.

Advantages: If used as a backpack, 
the sand won’t get into the clothes as 
you’d take the sand out when you finish 
cleaning and not during

Disadvantages: More weight than if the 
sand is released during the cleaning

Idea 8

Description: Adding a rock to the bag in 
order for it to not fly away 

Advantages: DIY solution

Disadvantages: Taking the rock out 
afterwards
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Idea 9

Description: Two curved metal strings 
loose, when snatched together in a circle 
they keep the opening of the bag open 
as the hoop attaches to the opening

Advantages: Keeps the bag open

Disadvantages: Metal strings can be on 
the way and break

Idea 10

Description: Metal hoop like the 
2-second-tent

Advantages: Quick, keeps the bag open

Disadvantages: Bag is either closed and 
packed to leave or open waiting to be 
used
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Converging
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Weight, Carrying, Material and Sand where the most important 
problems to solve from the research, these problems also 
appear when the beach cleaning process is analysed.

The different Idea Generation sessions helped come up with 
different individual ideas that would help solve each problem 
individually.

To come up with tangible concepts that would be feasible 
for further development, the ideas described above where 
clustered into concepts following the requirements.
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Idea 1

Description: Trolley bag with wheels, it has 
two compartments to separate the heavier 
and the lighter residues to distribute weights 
better, mesh al around

Advantages: Wheels help to carry the solution 
around and the weight distribution will help 
if there is lots of heavy things inside 

Disadvantages: Wheels can get stuck with 
the sand, and the solution can be very bulky 
and difficult to transport or clean
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Idea 2

Description: Backpack with all mash sides 
except for the one that goes to the back of 
the user in order to keep water or dirty/sharp 
residue from damaging the user. Incorporates 
a small bag that you use to filter sand from 
microplastics better and then put it into the 
bag behind you. 

Advantages: Backpack feature helps carrying 
the backpack everywhere, doesn’t fly away 
with wind and can put the rubbish inside the 
bag easily with both hands

Disadvantages: Less mesh = more 
probabilities of sand staying in the bag,2 
pieces instead of 1
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Idea 3

Description: Shopping bag with hooks on 
the bottom corners to attach to the sand 
preventing the bag from flying away. Mesh 
all around. You can carry the bag over the 
shoulder, with your hand and with your 
chest/body 

Advantages: Shopping bag can be used 
also for shopping, bag handles are good for 
carrying around

Disadvantages: difficult to carry around over 
chest as objects could fall out of the bag, 
hooks can get lost and may be on the way if 
not stored correctly
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Idea 4

Description: Bag inside a bag. There is a small 
bag that is used for storage and transport 
and then the big bag that has several layers 
of mesh that helps the sand filter through 
the biggest to the smallest residues gradually 
instead of in one go, it incorporates two 
weights in the bottom to prevent the bag 
from flying away and it’s all around mesh 

Advantages: Practical for transport due to the 
small size when packed up, won’t fly away 
due to the extra weights fitted at the bottom

Disadvantages: The top layer can get filled 
up very quickly and it will require constant 
emptying in a bigger bag to keep working, 
weights on the bottom are extra weight, 
difficult to keep the bag open all the time
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Idea 5

Description: 2-second opening bag stored 
inside a smaller bag. Has handles on the sides 
of the bag to carry around and weights on 
the bottom to make it stay put at the beach. 
Though for a bigger sized bag where all of the 
residue would be deposited in the end before 
throwing into the bin. Mesh all around

Advantages: The bag will always stay open 
and it can be carried by two or more people if 
very heavy

Disadvantages: Not recommended for 
individual use, the bag will be either open 
or closed so for transportation with residue 
inside it may be difficult
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Harris Profile

To reach a ‘final’ decision, I used the Harris profile method for the ‘5’ ideas. This method is widely used 
to compare the strengths and weaknesses of each idea analysed in order to reach to a final decision. 
The listed requirements are the ones that are crucial for decision making, as there are some details 
like the overall aesthetics of the device that would be applicable to any concept so at this stage it is 
irrelevant for decision making, as it is going to be based more on functionalities.

From the Harris profile, the second 
idea would be preferred over the 
others. This solution includes a 
great solution for carrying, wind, 
maintenance and material with 
good solutions for the sand 
problem. Even though Idea 2 
scored the most, Ideas 3 & 5 also 
offer great solutions for carrying 
and keeping the bag open, these 
features will be contemplated in 
concept development 2.0.

The ‘Waterproof’, ‘material does 
not rip’ and ‘sand < 1mm can go 
through’ requirements all scored 
the same as these are all link to the 
final material + kind of mesh that 
will be used for the solution. This 
decision will come in the following 
stages of the design process.

Harris Profile
Idea 1 Idea 2 Idea 3 Idea 4 Idea 5

++ + - -- ++ + - -- ++ + - -- ++ + - -- ++ + - --

Obtaining Product
 Sell price 2-10€  Per bag

Using Product
Carry Solution

Resistant to moderate breeze 

Different Volumes of capacity 

Must stay open on its own

Sand < 1mm can go through

Waterproof

Material does not rip

Disposal of Product
Cleaned only with a water 

wash

Stored in a coat/bag hanger 

Materials
No use of non-recyclable 

plastics

Total 1 15 11 7 10

Evaluation
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The Harris Profile had to be repeated in order to 
adjust to the new ideas as they weren’t judged 
appropriately. There was an idea that was being 
poorly scored when in fact deserved better 
scores as it fit the requirements really well. In the 
first selection, some of the aspects considered 
in this new selection process weren’t taken into 
account as they weren’t thought about. Thanks 
to the advice of the tutors and client I was able 
to properly select the ideas presented.

Even though the results from the converging 
phase where satisfactory, continuing with this 
elected concept with the ‘approval’ from experts 
in the field of plastic waste would only re-enforce 
the viability and desirability of this election

In order to properly approve the final concept to 
be developed, expert consultations where done 
in order to receive feedback from people that 
are familiar with the subject.

I consulted 3 different experts for this purpose; 
Teresa Jimenez del Campo, Borja Blonde and 
May Gómez.

Teresa Jimenez del Campo was consulted on the usability and desirability of the concept as she is the leader of 
1bolsamenos and she is the most hands on expert from the three consulted

Based on this consultation, Teresa suggests having a Mesh as a take on/off feature inside the bag, making it a 
two layered bag. Or the implementation of a Grip like in idea 5 to the top part of the bag

May Gómez was consulted about the functional aspects of the solution like the mesh feature and how it’s 
tackled in combination with the bag itself, as she is a scientist and and has deeper understanding about 

scientific methodologies, this knowledge could be applied into the improvement of the mechanism

Based on this consultation, May presents concerns on the sizing of the bag as it may be small in comparison to 
the rubbish bag for example, she also shows a concern on the possibility of sand falling into your body.

A bag bigger than this would be harder to carry around as there will be more space for trash, in order to 
contemplate a bigger size for the bag, the carrying system should be changed. This also applies to the sand 

fallout issue

Borja Arroyabe, my client was consulted in order to gather knowledge on the business and implementation 
aspects of the concept. As he is the one that will market this product, he is the best person to give me input on 

what details are missing or have to take out from the device in order for it to be sold better.

Based on this consultation, Borja was very happy with the progress done, the ideas and concept ideas where 
understood and agreed with the decision to continue with idea 2. He suggested focusing on creating more of a 

promotional product than a technic high end one as it was the priority of this project.
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Concept Generation
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SCAMPER

Substitute
What materials can you substitute to improve the solution?
- The material of the back piece can be changed depending on 
its water/dirt-proof scale
What components can I replace?
- The small bag can be replaced by a mesh piece of fabric that 
can be used in the same way but requires less production time/
costs
What will happen when we replace the small bag with a piece 
of fabric?
- The solution might lose a perception of quality that it could 
have had with the small bag as an added value item

Combine
Can this solution combine resources with another partner?
- 1bolsa menos could be used as a starting platform to 
introduce the solution as they have been working with me 
since before this graduation project started, and it has also 
been talked about a possible collaboration
Can we mix two or more components together?
- The small bag can be used as a transportation feature too

Adapt
What else could be done to improve the backpack feature? 
- Consider different promotional bag solutions

Modify
Can the solution be enlarged?
- The solution can be enlarged into different formats, but each 
format would require different features to serve the purpose 
better. Different Ideas have different versatilities for dimension 
re-adjustment Can the aesthetics be changed?
- The overall aesthetic is going to be monotone, the colour 
could change depending on the client and the message they 
want to send
- There will also be a space for branding without compromising 
the other features of the bag like the mesh area

Put to another use
How else could these solutions be used?
- Users could use the bag not only as a beach cleaning tool but 
also as a leisure just going to the beach bag, but the priority 
would be the beach cleaning. This bag will also be used for 
promotional purposes

Eliminate
What would happen if we removed the small bag?
- There would be less pieces to worry about during the beach 
cleaning activity (in case of loss)
What would happen if we removed the hoops?
- There would be less pieces to worry about during the beach 
cleaning activity (in case of loss), you could still carry the bag 
with your body and it wouldn’t fly away
Do we need the small bag?
- It could be used as a transportation device too

Reverse
What if we put the backpack in the chest instead of the back?
- It would be easier to place the rubbish inside the backpack 
during the activity but when in the move, it’s better to keep the 
backpack in the back
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The bag

Purpose: The bag serves as the ‘glue’ to all the features of this 
solution, all of them are integrated into the bags structure. 

With the help of the bag, the user will be able to carry the solu-
tion with the help of the straps if a drawstring backpack or the 

handles if a bag.

Carrying methods

Purpose: The aim is for the solution to be able to be carried in 
several ways in order to adapt it to the moment it’s being used 
at. In the back, in the chest, over a shoulder or with your hand 

are the aimed carrying methods that the solution must accom-
plish

The small bag

Purpose: The small bag will be used as a transportation system 
for the bag and also as a small filter for microplastics so that 

you can pick up more microplastics at the same time while still 
leaving behind as much sand as possible

The small bag 2.0

Purpose: This bag would serve as a way to solve the problem of 
getting sand all over your body while doing the cleaning activi-
ty. It would also help to solve material resistance as a mesh can 
be extremely flexible and could end up breaking/tearing apart.

Added handle

Purpose: If the drawstring backpack design is followed, adding 
a handle on top of the bag would help to diversify the carrying 
methods, allowing for more versatility in this area that is a very 

important requirement.

A waterproof back-part

Purpose: This back part has to be somewhat waterproof in or-
der to keep the water/dirt from the clothes or skin that will be 

in contact with this part of the drawstring bag. In order to try to 
solve the problem of the sand possibly getting inside the body, 
instead of just having the waterproof back part, this has been 

extended to half of the bottom and part of the sides of the bag

Different dimensions

Purpose: Having a determined bag size will affect the amount 
of waste that can be recovered and the amount of things you 

can store inside this bag. The bigger the bag, the more you can 
fit inside. Regular trash bags can fit 10-100 L. With this bag, due 
to the sizing and promotional purpose 20-40L is the aimed vol-
ume to achieve like the medium sized rubbish bags. This is also 
a constraint given the weight problem that by setting a volume 

limit, a weight limit can also be achieved.

The mesh

Purpose: The mesh will separate the trash from any sand that 
the user can pick up with them while recovering plastic from 

the beach.
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Problem Identification (In Illustrations Higlighted in Blue)

Idea 2
In this Idea, the problems identified were:
• Was this bag only going to be carried on the back or on the chest? • From 
SCAMPER, what if the second bag was deleted?
• The dimensioning of the bag is restricted by the body

Idea 3
In this Idea, the problems identified were:
• When placing the bag on the chest and leaning forward to pick up 
something, there can me item fallout due to there not being any screen 
protecting against it
• The hoops implemented to keep the bag on the ground if there is 
moderate breeze can get lost, from SCAMPER, what if the hoops weren’t 
used

Idea 5
In this Idea, the problems identified were:
• Was this bag only going to be carried on the back or on the chest? • From 
SCAMPER, what if the second bag was deleted?
• The dimensioning of the bag is restricted by the body

Problems in each Idea have been identified and will be worked with when Ideas 3 & 5 are implemented into 
Idea 2 during the Concept Development phase.

Obtaining Product

• Individual user 5-10€ Per bag

• Bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.) 2-4€ Per bag. To be able 

to give out for free without any considerable loss

Using Product

• User must be able to carry the solution through the beach and to the bins 

with rubbish inside

 • Carry on the back

 • Carry on the chest

 • Carry over the shoulder 

 • Carry with hands

• Resistant to moderate breeze (+18knt according to the international 

standards) to prevent the bag from flying away

• Volume of capacity 20-40L.

• Solution must stay open on its own

• No item fallout during the activity

• Sand < 1mm can go through the solution

• Sand doesn’t get inside clothes

• There is no water retention inside the solution

• Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects

Disposal of Product

• Only one item will be taken home

• Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger

• Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material

• Cleaned by user only with a water wash

Aesthetics

• Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.)

• Space for branding of the product when sold directly to individual 

consumers

• Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and possible 

brandidng (individual consumer) • Customizable colours depending on the 

client (organizations & businesses)

Materials

• No use of non-recyclable plastics

Evaluation

From all of these features, the most important to test 
functionality wise is the mesh, as the rest are just 
iterations that can be changed depending on the 
user’s desirability. Once the mesh is defined, a full 
scale prototype can be realised in order to test the 
overall usability of the concept.

The type of mesh chosen will also determine what 
kind of features the final solution will have as it will 
have to be adapted to the resistance of this material 
used.

A new programme of requirements with more 
specifics has been created according to the new 
design contemplated in this concept development. 
(Highlighted in brown)
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Concept Development
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Improvements

The concept developed in ‘concept development 2.0’ 
was separated into two different concepts focusing 
on the drawstring backpack from idea 2 and the bag 
model from idea 3 with improvements from this idea 
and the implementation of features from idea 2. This 
was done in order to better visualize the selection 
process and to follow the diverging converging 
methodology used during the whole process of this 
design project.
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Concept 1 (From Idea 2 + Idea 5 + Expert & Tutor 
Feedback)

Description: The drawstring backpack encases the 
whole solution that offers different features, like an 
added handle to diversify the carrying methods and it 
could be transported inside a smaller bag that can fit 
even inside another bag like a purse.

Advantages: The carrying in the back is very 
comfortable, it is small and practical, transportable with 
the small bag and it can be used for other different 
purposes too.

Disadvantages: Branding occupies a lot of space in the 
bag, if added to the non-mesh protection from sand, 
it leaves the bag with very small mesh surface to work 
with during the activity. The size of the solution is a 
problem as experts are worried it may be too small, 
the only way to expand this bag is vertically because 
horizontally, the back limits the width of the bag. Also, 
2 possible items instead of 1
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Concept 2 (From Idea 2 + Idea 3 + Expert & Tutor 
Feedback)

Description: This bag encases the whole solution that 
offers less features than the drawstring but still solving 
the same problems that have been mentioned above 
but in another way. For example, there is no need to 
add a handle to the bag to diversify carrying as the bag 
already has handles. These handles are placed from 
side to side to create a barrier to avoid fall out during 
the cleaning activity (illustrated in the image).

Advantages: The carrying in the hand and over the 
shoulder is comfortable, it is practical and offers lots 
of different directions to increment sizing, the bag is 
its own transport and it can be used for other different 
purposes too. The branding can be done in the handles 
and this would liberate lots of space in the bag itself 
for the mesh. The handles avoid fallout and also can be 
used as backpack straps, turning it into a bag-backpack

Disadvantages: Depending on the way the bag will be 
built, there will be more/less space for objects inside. 
The straps could be uncomfortable to carry on the 
back/chest. This solution could be more expensive to 
produce than the drawstring due to sizing.
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Concept Selection for Prototyping

Given the results from the concept development, 
a Harris Profile will again be carried out in order 
to select which concept will follow through the 
next development and prototyping phases. Similar 
requirements from the ones used in the first selection 
will be used but with slight requirement iterations 
adjusted to the present phase.

The Concept Selected has been concept 2 due to 
its better solutions for the requirements listed on 
the selection that would actually differentiate both 
concepts ways of tackling the same problems. It was 
clear that the bag concept offers more versatility for 
dimension adjustment and when the time comes for 
branding, this didn’t compromise the mesh area like 
the drawstring bag did. The rest of the scores where 
very similar, even the carrying, it was clear that the 
different concepts would work better on their self-
characteristics and not so good on the ones from the 
other solution but still offering a viable option

Harris Profile
Concept 1 Concept 2

++ + - -- ++ + - --

Obtaining Product
 Sell price 2-10€  Per bag

Using Product
Carry solution on back

Carry solution on chest

Carry solution on hand

Carry solution over shoulder

Resistant to moderate breeze 

20-40L Volume of capacity

Must stay open on its own

No item fallout

Sand < 1mm can go through

Sand doesn’t get inside clothes

Branding without compromising 
mesh

Waterproof

Material does not rip

Disposal of Product
Only one item will be taken home

Cleaned only with a water wash

Stored in a coat/bag hanger 

Materials
No use of non-recyclable plastics

Total 19 20

Based on the fact that this new concept selected has 
a very important feature change that is the bag, that 
has been taken from Idea 3 that scored in second 
place on the first Harris Profile, a comparison between 
both ideas with the new requirements will be done in 
order to check how much has idea 3 improved when 
it was implemented to idea 2 to generate concept 2

Harris Profile
Idea 3 Concept 2

++ + - -- ++ + - --

Obtaining Product
 Sell price 2-10€  Per bag

Using Product
Carry solution on back

Carry solution on chest

Carry solution on hand

Carry solution over shoulder

Resistant to moderate breeze 

20-40L Volume of capacity

Must stay open on its own

No item fallout

Sand < 1mm can go through

Sand doesn’t get inside clothes

Branding without compromising 
mesh

Waterproof

Material does not rip

Disposal of Product
Only one item will be taken home

Cleaned only with a water wash

Stored in a coat/bag hanger 

Materials
No use of non-recyclable plastics

Total 16 20
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Prototyping

For this prototype and testing fase, the mesh feature of the bag was 
put into test to see how different variations of mesh would affect the 
amount of sand it left behind. The meshes tested where all around 
1mm wide as this was the size recommended by the scientists from 
the ULPGC, anything bigger would let microplastics go through and 
anything smaller wouldn’t allow for the sand to pass through the mesh. 
What changed more was the pattern of the mesh and the dimensions of 
the mesh too, depending on the mesh.

Feature Test Process

Different meshes and mesh bags were tested by putting the same 
amount of sand (poured with a cup) on top and I would shake the 
mesh until there was no more going through (a stopwatch was used to 
measure the time it took). This would give a clear idea of which mesh 
allows for more sand to go through the mesh.

The meshes were retrieved from a local fabric store and the mesh bags were found around my house.

Results

All of the mesh fabrics took less than 12 seconds to get 
rid of one cup of sand, Mesh 3 took the least amount of 
time to get rid of the sand. The average time the sand 
took to go out of the bag was 09.06 seconds.

MESH 1   MESH 2   MESH 3   MESH 4   BAG 1   BAG 2

Mesh Time

Mesh 1 09,72

Mesh 2 11,43

Mesh 3 04,02

Mesh 4 06,83

Bag 1 11,98

Bag 2 10,38
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Evaluation

After this test, mesh 3 was chosen to be the pattern used 
as the final pattern/size for the next prototype as it was the 
one that let the most amount of sand in the less amount 
of time. 

Even though the selected mesh was the one that took the 
least amount of time, 12 seconds to get rid of 1 cup of sand 
was a very promising result, as a regular beach cleaning 
activity is 1h long so there is plenty of time for the mesh to 
work during the activity.

As stated on the requirements, only sand < 1mm could go 
through the mesh. It was observed during this test that a 
bit of sand residue stayed inside the mesh but this was an 

expected outcome of the test 
and project.

Branding was a deciding 
feature that could put in 
jeopardy the effectiveness
of the solution. For this, a new 
programme of requirements 
has been created with a specific 
mention for this problem. As 
the material hasn’t been tested 
fully in a beach cleaning
activity, there have not been any 
requirement modifications for 
this aspect, these will be done 
after a beach cleaning activity 
prototype test is carried out. 
(Highlighted in brown)

Obtaining Product
• Individual user 5-10€ Per bag

• Bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.) 2-4€ Per bag. To be able 

to give out for free without any considerable loss

Using Product
• User must be able to carry the solution through the beach and to the bins 

with rubbish inside

 • Carry on the back

 • Carry on the chest

 • Carry over the shoulder 

 • Carry with hands

• Resistant to moderate breeze (+18knt according to the international 

standards) to prevent the bag from flying away

• Volume of capacity 20-40L.

• Solution must stay open on its own

• No item fallout during the activity

• Sand < 1mm can go through the solution

• Sand doesn’t get inside clothes

• There is no water retention inside the solution

• Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects

Disposal of Product
• Only one item will be taken home

• Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger

• Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material

• Cleaned by user only with a water wash

Aesthetics
• Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.)

• Space for branding of the product when sold directly to individual 

consumers

• Branding must not compromise mesh surface

• Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and possible 

brandidng (individual consumer) • Customizable colours depending on the 

client (organizations & businesses)

Materials
• No use of non-recyclable plastics

Concept Development
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Improvements

In this section, the concept chosen will be improved based on the results 
from the feature test.

From the features listed in concept generation 2.0, the small mesh bag 
and the waterproof back part will not be tested as these are possible 
solutions for a problem based on assumptions made during the design 
process. First of all, a basic prototype will be tested to see what really 
works and what doesn’t.

Branding will also not be included in this prototype as it will be worked 
on the refinement stage once the core functions of the bag have been 
optimized correctly.

The bag will be dimensioned to fit 20L, 30L and 40L of trash when filled 
up completely, in order to produce a better calculation, a 5-piece bag 
will be created in order to fit these calculations better. The overall shape 
will be studied in the refinement process.

I wanted to keep some variables the same in order to maintain regular 
shapes. To make the calculations I used the formula V = b • h • w keeping 
two of the variables 40cm, that would iterate between base and height 
and a fixed width of 20cm. I worked with cm in order to get the answer 
in cm3. 20,000cm3 = 20L so I used 20,000, 30,000 & 40,000 as fixed 
variables too in order to have one x. I added an extra 2cm to the height 
to add some space to allow that when you reach the volume targeted, 
you’re not completely full.
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For 20L
20000 = x • 20 • 40 
x = 20000/800 
x = 28cm

In this case the height would be 40cm + and extra 2cm 

For 30L
30000 = x • 20 • 40 
x = 30000/800
x = 37.5cm

In this case the height would be 40cm + an extra 2cm

For 40L
40000 = x • 20 • 40
x = 40000/800
x = 50cm

In this case the height would be 50cm + an extra 2cm

The concept shown will be the one used for the 
following testing session where the basic functionalities 
will be assessed in order to see where is there a need 
for improvement.
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Concept 2.1 (From Idea 2 + Idea 3 + Expert & 
Tutor Feedback)

Description: This bag encases the whole solution, the 
handles have been placed on the side panels instead 
of the frontal in order to see if like this, fallout can be 
avoided and to emulate a backpack so that it can be 
carried as a backpack too (in the back and in the chest). 
It fits 20, 30 or 40L of trash inside when full.
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Prototyping

For the prototype used in this test, 3 full sized prototypes have been 
created in order to test the functionalities described and shown in the 
improvements of the concepts.

The prototyping process was very straight forward: create fabric patterns, 
cut fabrics and sow fabrics.

Creating the patterns and cutting the fabrics where very easy to do. The 
patterns where all rectangular and the only things that changed where 
sizing. I listed how many pieces of each I needed and I crossed them out 
each time I cut a piece for the bag.

When the time came to sow the pieces together, I had never sewn 
mesh fabric so I was nervous. I went to a local haberdashery where I 
was given the necessary tools and instructions to sew with the machine 
I had. Regardless of this, at the beginning I had a lot of trouble finding 
the correct stitch, tension and length but eventually I was able to sew 
the fabric together into three bags.
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User Testing

Methodology

A normal beach cleaning activity was carried out, 3 
users where able to put to use these 3 prototypes. 
They had to use the prototype without any 
instructions from me.

Each user had 20 minutes to use each bag and then it 
was given to the next one, at the end, a questionnaire 
was given to them with questions regarding usability, 
desirability and viability. With the results, the features 
of the solution would be adjusted regarding the users’ 
feedback

Observations were also done, as I didn’t give any 
instructions, I had to check if the user was using the 
prototype as intended to do so or if they were using 
differently.

Testing Usability:

• Do the users understand how to use the device?
• Are the users using the device in different ways than 
intended for?
• How are the users interacting with the device?
• What dimensions had the best feedback?
• Did they encounter object fallout?
• Did they find carrying the bag comfortable?
• Did they get any sand inside their clothes or on their 
body due to the bag?
• Was the bag able to stay open during the cleaning 
activity?
• Was there water inside the bag?
• Did any of the bags rip with sharp objects?
• Did the user encounter any unmentioned problem 
during the cleaning activity?

Testing Desirability:

• Do the users enjoy using the device?
• Does the user show interest in re-using the device? 

Testing Viability:

• Has the beach cleaning activity been improved?

The user understood how to use the bag

No object fallout during the cleaning activity

2/3 of the users had trouble with wind
Suggestions: ‘stiffer support on the opening’

Bags could be carried comfortably

There were no signs of sand getting inside clothes
2/3 ‘Yes’ 1/3 ‘Maybe‘

2/3 of the users prefer the 30L bag

2 bags teared due to unthreading of material

All 3 users liked the prototypes that were used, they think 
it actualy does improve beach cleaning activities.

1 user had water inside the bag

2/3 of the users would like to use the prototype again
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Results

Observations

During this observation section, a set of images will be displayed portraying 
different situations that where seen during the activity that show how the 
user interacted with the solution and consequences of this interaction.

1. User holds the bag over one shoulder only (40L)

2. User holds the bag through his neck and uses both hands to pick up (20L)

3. Trash inside bag (20L)

4. User holds the bag over one shoulder only (30L)

5. User holds the bag over one shoulder only (30L)

6. User holds bag with hands (30L)

7. User carries bag over shoulder (20L)

8. Other method trash comparison with lots of sand

9. Bag trash comparison with sand, bag rips due to fabric malfunction (30L)

10. Bag rips due to fabric malfunction (40L)

11. Sand left over from one bag (40L)

12. Throwing trash away, re-use of bag

13. Cleaning bags with water
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Evaluation

The only bag that didn’t receive any preference was the 20L bag. A bag oscillating between 30 and 40 L 
will be done on the next development phase in order to accommodate to the needs of the user.

Lengths of the bags handles won’t be adjusted that much as they already offered comfortable lengths 
to carry during all stages of the activity.

Wind resistance will be tackled with new opening/closing solutions in the next development stage as it 
seemed like this was the most found problem.

The material used wasn’t the best as it apparently started tearing apart during the activity. This may be 
due to the threading of the fabric itself as it allows for separation if enough pressure is applied to this 
fabric. For the next tests a material that is completely ‘flat’ will be used to make sure this is prevented.

Obtaining Product
• Individual user 5-10€ Per bag

• Bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.) 2-4€ Per bag. To be able 

to give out for free without any considerable loss

Using Product
• User must be able to carry the solution through the beach and to the bins 

with rubbish inside

 • Carry on the back

 • Carry on the chest

 • Carry over the shoulder 

 • Carry with hands

• Resistant to moderate breeze (+18knt according to the international 

standards) to prevent the bag from flying away

• Solution must stay open on its own while being held with body/hands

• Volume of capacity 30-40L

• Sand < 1mm can go through the solution

• Sand doesn’t get inside clothes

• There is no water retention inside the solution

• Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects

Disposal of Product
• Cleaned by user only with a water wash

• Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger

• Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material

• Cleaned by user only with a water wash

Aesthetics
• Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.)

• Space for branding of the product when sold directly to individual 

consumers

• Branding must not compromise mesh surface

• Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and possible 

brandidng (individual consumer) • Customizable colours depending on the 

client (organizations & businesses)

Materials
• Un-unthreadable mesh fabric will be used for the bag

Requirements Check

At the end of each Concept Development stage, the prototype 
tested will be compared to the requirements in order to 
check if the prototypes and overall concept is improving. It 
will be divided in phases and there will be as many phases as 
prototype tests.

This check is a more visual representation of what has been 
written down on the Evaluation. The requirements used 
will always be the ones from the previous requirement 
modification as the new requirements are an outcome of this 
test and will of course score a ‘no’ if compared to the prototype.

As the material that will be used for the mesh and the other 
different pieces of the bag has been tested and there is new 
information regarding this, the programme of requirements 
has been re-adjusted in order to fit this new piece of 
information. Wind and size requirements will also be updated 
as there is also new room for improvement in this area. 
(Highlighted in brown)

Requirements Check
Phase 1

Yes/No/Im-
prove

Carry on the back Yes

Carry on the chest Yes

Carry over the shoulder Yes

Carry with hands Yes

Resistant to moderate breeze Improve

Volume of capacity 20-40L. Yes (30-40L)

Solution must stay open on its own Improve

No item fallout during the activity Yes

Sand < 1mm can go through the solution Yes

Sand doesn’t get inside clothes Yes

There is no water retention inside the solution Improve

Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects Improve

Only one item will be taken home Yes

Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger Yes

Cleaned by user only with a water wash Yes
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Concept Development
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Improvements

In this new improvements section, concept 2 will be improved based on the results from the first User 
Testing and the consequent requirement modifications.

Material ripping

Due to the unthreading of the material during the activity, the material selected for the prototype 
has to be changed. New materials have been ordered, this time sourcing more precise materials that 
satisfy the modifications that have been made and also the addition of a new organic material that is 
commonly used in the Canary Islands to create bags, hats and different kinds of accessories.

The problem wasn’t because of the stitching as it was visible in the evaluation as this stayed intact and 
what had happened was that the material was not resistant enough to withstand the weight it was 
carrying and this led to its unthreading

       TULLE MESH        POLYESTER MESH        ORGANIC MESH
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The same test was carried out as in the feature test in order to 
check if sand < 1mm could go through the material and how 
much time it took for this to happen.

Results

Two of the materials tested worked fine being the fastest, Bag 1 
which was made out of the tulle fabric. The polyester fabric worked fine too but it took 
a little longer than the 1st. Bag 3 took nearly 5 minutes to get rid of the sand so it was 
eliminated from the user testing

Even though this section appears before the prototyping phase, this test was carried out 
afterwards because there was not enough material to separate this function test from 
the user testing so it was carried out on the same day.

Mesh Time

Bag 1 05.73

Bag 2 09.00

Bag 3 04:41.15

         BAG 1                               BAG 2                              BAG 3

Resistance to moderate winds

During the test, some of the users found trouble with the opening of the bag, it may have been too flexible 
on the top. There is a need to find a balance between rigidness and flexibility inside the bag as a whole. 1 final 
solution will be selected through a questionnaire that will be sent regarding the new modifications.
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Volume of 30-40L

For this new prototype, the volume used will be 35L accommodating to the answers from the questionnaire. 
Different shapes will be studied in this section and a final shape will be selected through a questionnaire that 
will be sent regarding the new modifications.

Questionnaire Results

A total of 18 people answered the questionnaire between 
the Spanish and English versions. Again they were sent 
to the email list I’ve gathered and to the Facebook 
groups I’ve been able to join during the project.

The most popular open/close – wind resistance 
mechanism was number 5, which is the Open/Close 
mechanism that was used in Idea 5 of the concept 
generation.

This mechanism will have to be placed through the 
whole bag as it would only really work if it was placed 
like this, also, the questionnaire respondents selected 
this whole bag placement too.
In addition, the shape selected for the bag was shape 8 
which was inspired by kangaroos and how their sack is 
formed in order to have more space inside. The second 
most chosen shape was a classic vertical rectangle which 
will be used to accommodate shape 8 into something 
liked by more users.

The handles will be sown to reach the bottom of the 
bag so that they go through the whole bag as selected 
by the users. There were also many users that selected a 
one handle option that went all the way down, but this 
option doesn’t meet check all the carrying requirements.
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Water retention

Water retention is an issue that can’t really be further 
improved apart from the way in which you pick up 
the trash. If the user finds an item of trash with water 
inside they can either empty the water before depos-
iting the item inside the bag or deposit the item in-
side the bag with the water. This would create a water 
retention scenario.

However, this water retention requirement means 
that the water has to be able to go through the bag 
if spilled inside or if it comes in contact with the bag. 
In this described case, the bag does meet the require-
ments as when it was cleaned with water after the 
activity, the water used did not stay inside the bags 
but left also through the mesh holes. The only residue 
was left in the handles as this material was denser but 
soon evaporated with the help of the sun.

The bag will be dimensioned to fit 35L of trash when filled up completely. I wanted to keep some 
variables the same in order to maintain the same sizing than the other prototypes I’ve done. As there 
was a curvature added to the whole bag I decided to separate the bag into 2 bodies. To make the 
calculations of the 1st body I used the formula V = b • h • w keeping the height as 40cm, the base 20cm 
and the width 30cm. 

For Body 2For Body 1

V = 20 • 45 • 30 
V = 27000 = 27L

For the second body, with the 
help of my cousin and the 
computer program microstation 
we were able to determine the 
necessary radius to allow for the 
combination of the semi-circle 
and the tangent to be 11L and a 
bit more (11,1L).
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Concept 2.2 (From Idea 2 + Idea 3 + Expert & Tutor Feedback + Idea 5 
+ User Testing 

Improvements) Description: This bag encases the whole solution, the handles 
have been placed on the side panels instead of the frontal in order to see if 
like this, fallout can be avoided and to emulate a backpack so that it can be 
carried as a backpack too (in the back and in the chest). It fits 35L of trash 
inside when full incorporating a curved ‘belly’ in order to concentrate more 
trash at the bottom of the bag in order to again avoid fallout. The open/close 
mechanism is like the 2-second tent mechanisms.
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Prototyping

Creating the patterns and cutting the fabrics was rarely easy to do. The patterns where mostly rectangular 
and the only difficulty was finding the correct measurements for the curve to fit the right volume of 
capacity. I listed how many pieces I needed and crossed them out each time I cut a piece for the bag.

When the time came to sow the pieces together, I already had some experience with sowing mesh so I 
had my machine ready to carry out the task and I started sowing everything up. When I had to sow the 
curve side to the straight front, I thought I was going to have a hard time doing this because sowing a 
curved line to a straight line is difficult and you have to control the machine and fabrics very precisely. 
In fact, given the experience that I have with sewing machines I managed to surpass this challenge 
easily. The organic fabric called ‘arpillera’ had the same unthreading issues than the mesh used on the 
first protoype. This, in addition to the results of the function testing were the decisive factors for the 
elimination of this bag for the user testing.

After sowing the bags, I had to attach the open/close mechanism to 
it. I measured the circumference of the bag and cut the metal string 
according to this length. I then sew the hems of the bag to create the 
space where this metal string would go through. In the polyester mesh 
I had some issues doing the mesh and it deformed the shape of it. I re 
used the handles from the previous prototypes (30 & 40 L but making 
the 40L the same length as the 30L one, 80cm) and cut another set 
from what I had spare. During the sowing of the hems, I broke the 
needle of the machine and I had to replace it.
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User Testing

Methodology

A normal beach cleaning activity was carried out; 1 
user was able to put to use the 2 prototypes. He used 
the prototype without any instructions from me.

The user had 30 minutes to use each bag, at the end, 
a questionnaire was given to him with questions 
regarding usability, desirability and viability. With the 
results, the features of the solution would be adjusted 
regarding the users’ feedback.

Observations were also done, as I didn’t give any 
instructions, I had to check if the user was using the 
prototype as intended to do so or if they were using 
differently.

Testing Usability:

• Do the users understand how to use the device?
• Are the users using the device in different ways than 
intended for?
• How are the users interacting with the device?
• What bag/material had the best feedback?
• Did they encounter object fallout?
• Did they find carrying the bag comfortable?
• Did they get any sand inside their clothes or on their 
body due to the bag?
• Was the bag able to stay open during the cleaning 
activity?
• Was there water inside the bag?
• Did any of the bags rip with sharp objects?
• Did the user encounter any unmentioned problem 
during the cleaning activity?

Testing Desirability:

• Do the users enjoy using the device?
• Does the user show interest in re-using the device? 
• Did the user like the shape of the bag?
• Did the user like the open/close mechanism?

Testing Viability:

• Has the beach cleaning activity been improved? The user understood how to use the bag

No object fallout during the cleaning activity

There were no signs of sand getting inside the 
users clothes by the bag during the activity

Bags could be carried comfortably

The user understood how to use the bag without 
instructions from me.

The preferred bag was the tulle mesh

Both bags were resistant to tearing

The user had trouble with wind, until the bag had some trash 
inside and it took the shape of the bag (polyester mesh)

No water found inside the bag

The users liked the bags they used and think that they improve 
the beach cleaning activity he would also like to use it again
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Results

Observations

During this observation section, a set of images will be displayed portraying different 
situations that where seen during the activity that show how the user interacted with the 
solution and consequences of this interaction.

1. User deposits sand with trash inside the bag (polyester mesh)

2. User deposits sand with trash inside the bag (polyester mesh)

3. User deposits sand with trash inside the bag (polyester mesh)

4. User deposits sand with trash inside the bag (polyester mesh)

5. Bottle with water and also petroleum from the boats of the port

6. Water emptied and placed inside the bag (tulle mesh)

7. I deposit trash ‘only’ inside bag (tulle mesh)

8. Sand is shaken out of the bag, very effective to clean away microplastics (polyester mesh)

9. Sand is shaken out of the bag, very effective to clean away microplastics (tulle mesh)

10. Sand and trash is pushed into bag (polyester mesh)

11. Sand is shaken out of the bag, very effective to clean away microplastics (tulle mesh)

12. User deposits trash ‘only’ inside bag (tulle mesh)

13. Electronic device deposited inside bag (polyester mesh)
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Evaluation

This time only one user was able to test the bags as the beach cleaning event was only attended by 
me and this other user. The conditions were sub-optimal (rain & wind) which made it undesirable for 
attendants to actually go to the event.

The fact that only one person attended the clean-up event apart from me, helped to maintain an hour 
long discussion regarding the project where direct live feedback on the bag prototypes was discussed. 
Even though only one person was able to carry out the testing, the feedback gathered was more 
substantial that what I could have required only from the questionnaire if it would have been used by 
more people.

Moreover, this sub-optimal conditions also helped test the bag in other kinds of situations to see if in 
these, the bag worked in the same way or similarly to when the conditions are in our favour.
Something that was tested because of the sub-optimal conditions was that the sand wasn’t dry, it was 
mostly wet and damp. This could have caused that the sand actually stayed inside the bag but it didn’t 
happen like this.

In fact, I took home the trash recovered from the 
clean-up to compare sand-waste proportions to 
compare with the comparison done in the research 
phase.

The results from this comparison where the following, 
the tulle bag was much more successful at letting 
sand < 1mm through the bag. A total of 21% from 
what was picked up by the tulle mesh was San 
Sedimentation whilst the polyester mesh held back 
47% of Sand Sediment. Both prototypes were more 
successful than the existing methods tested during 
the research but it is clear that one worked far better 
than the other.

In regards to the testing results, the open/close 
mechanism can be worked on a bit more as there 
was still a few inconvenients with this during the 
activity, thicker wires will be sourced and tested in 
the next prototype. The shape will also be readjusted 
shape wise, it received good feedback regarding the 
curvature in order to allow for more concentration 
of trash + mesh surface in the bottom but, the bag 
seemed to be too short and wide so a few more 
iterations of the shape will be made.

The polyester mesh gave more problems than the 
tulle mesh, this concludes to the final selection of the 
tulle mesh for the final prototyping phases that will be 
carried out until the termination of the project.

TULLE MESH POLYESTER MESH

RUBBISH BAG FISHING NET

WASTESAND
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Obtaining Product
• Individual user 5-10€ Per bag
• Bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.) 2-4€ Per bag. To be able 
to give out for free without any considerable loss
Using Product
• User must be able to carry the solution through the beach and to the bins 
with rubbish inside
 • Carry on the back
 • Carry on the chest
 • Carry over the shoulder 
 • Carry with hands
• Resistant to moderate breeze (+18knt according to the international 
standards) to prevent the bag from flying away
• Solution must stay open on its own while being held with body/hands 
• Solutions opening is moldable
• Volume of capacity 35L
• Solution maintains its shape during cleaning activity
• Sand < 1mm can go through the solution
• Sand doesn’t get inside clothes
• There is no water retention inside the solution
• Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects 
Disposal of Product
• Cleaned by user only with a water wash
• Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger
• Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material 
• Cleaned by user only with a water wash
Aesthetics
• Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, etc.)
• Space for branding of the product when sold directly to individual 
consumers
• Branding must not compromise mesh surface
• Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and possible 
brandidng (individual consumer) • Customizable colours depending on the 
client (organizations & businesses)
Materials
• Un-unthredable tulle mesh fabric will be used for the bag

Requirements Check

At the end of each Concept Development stage, the prototype 
tested will be compared to the requirements in order to 
check if the prototypes and overall concept is improving. It 
will be divided in phases and there will be as many phases as 
prototype tests.

This check is a more visual representation of what has been 
written down on the Evaluation. The requirements used 
will always be the ones from the previous requirement 
modification as the new requirements are an outcome of this 
test and will of course score a ‘no’ if compared to the prototype.

The programme of requirements has been re-adjusted in order 
to fit the new data recovered from this second testing phase. 
Opening, size and material requirements have been updated 
as there is new room for improvement in this area. 
(Highlighted in brown)

Requirements Check
Phase 1 Phase 2

Yes/No/Improve Yes/No/Improve

Carry on the back Yes Yes

Carry on the chest Yes Yes

Carry over the shoulder Yes Yes

Carry with hands Yes Yes

Resistant to moderate breeze Improve Yes

Volume of capacity 30-40L. Yes (30-40L) Yes (35L)

Solution must stay open on its own while being held with 
body/hands Improve Improve

No item fallout during the activity Yes Yes

Sand < 1mm can go through the solution Yes Yes

Sand doesn’t get inside clothes Yes Yes

There is no water retention inside the solution Improve Yes

Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects Improve Yes

Only one item will be taken home Yes Yes

Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger Yes Yes

Cleaned by user only with a water wash Yes Yes

‘Flat’ mesh fabric will be used for the bag No Yes

Refinement
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Opening

Various proposals were created in order to iterate the opening of the bag. 

Because the metal string 
worked really good during 
the user testing nº2, 
different options of this 
mechanism were studied. 
Ranging from less to more 
flexibility and stiffness of 
the opening and overall 
bag. 

Aesthetics

For the Aesthetics, Shape and Branding options where considered. The shape was iterated, making it longer/
wider/thicker etc. In order to obtain a more visually appealing look. Different branding options have been 
considered too.

For the shape, wider-
longer versions where 
created as iterations from 
the original form.

The opening was also 
redimensioned as 
the handle placing is 
determinant for the overall 
comfortability of the bag.
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Branding placement for 
the bags was also iterated.

Branding in the handles 
and in the bag where 
considered but always 
having in mind that 
the branding must not 
compromise the mesh 
surface.

Refinement Selection

Dot voting was used for the selection process.

As it is visible in the illustrations the prefered options are the ones with the most dots. Each participant 
could choose 2 options from each page.

The option with the two metal thicknesses was chosen to continue as when checked to the requirements 
offered the best solution for keeping the shape of the bag while still being mouldable.

A slightly longer shape was selected for the bag in addition to having the opening changed in a way that 
the face where the handle is placed is shorter than the faces where there are no handles.

For the aesthetics, the branding in the handles through out the whole piece was selected.
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Final Concept
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The bag will be dimensioned to fit 35L of trash when filled up completely. The height variable was 
increased to 45cm while the others where kept the same in order to maintain similar proportions than 
the other prototypes I’ve done. As there was a curvature added to the whole bag I decided to separate 
the bag into 2 bodies. To make the calculations of the 1st body I used the formula V = b • h • w keeping 
the height as 45cm, the base 20cm and the width 30cm. 

For Body 2For Body 1

V = 20 • 45 • 30 
V = 27000 = 27L

For the second body, with the help of my cousin and 
the computer program microstation we were able 
to determine the necessary radius to allow for the 
combination of the semi-circle and the tangent to be 
8L and a bit more (8,2L).

Further Calculations can be seen in the Technical Drawings.
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Prototyping

Creating the patterns and cutting the fabrics this last time was no problem, I had already been in this 
stage a few times so I knew exactly what to do. Obtaining the curvature measurements was again not 
difficult to obtain as I used the knowledge gathered from my cousin to get them. I listed how many 
pieces I needed and crossed them out each time I cut a piece for the bag.

Sowing the bags was again a repeated task that I had gained experience with so I was able to work the 
machine with the fabrics correctly. I made a small mistake because I didn’t cut the side pieces of the 
curved side so I had to go backa and create them so this set me back a bit but I was able to maintain the 
pace.

After sowing the bags, I had to attach the open/close mechanisms to 
them. 1 bag had the metals and the other had the strings. 

Creating the metal opening was a hard task, I had to unsow and sow 
back the hem many times as I was having trouble inserting the metal 
casings inside the hems, and then the 5mm metal string was very stiff 
so manouvering the bag with the machine was hard too.

Making the string open/close mechanism was much easier than the 
metal version. I used a secondary thread to guide the string inside the 
hem after it was sewn. I didn’t even need to take the bag off the sewing 
machine. 

The handles where very straight forward to sow, I sew a hem on both 
ends to avoid the strap from unthreading itself and then I sew it to the 
side panels on the very edges.
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User Testing

Methodology

A normal beach cleaning activity was carried out; 6 
users were able to put to use the 2 prototypes. They 
used the prototypes without any instructions from 
me.

The users had 20 minutes to use each bag, at the end, 
a questionnaire was given to them with questions 
regarding usability, desirability and viability. With the 
results, the final features of the solution would be re-
affirmed with the feedback from the users.

Observations were also done, as I didn’t give any 
instructions, I had to check if the user was using the 
prototype as intended to do so or if they were using 
differently.

Testing Usability:

• Do the users understand how to use the device?
• Are the users using the device in different ways than 
intended for?
• How are the users interacting with the device?
• Did they get any sand inside their clothes or on their 
body due to the bag?
• Did they encounter object fallout?
• Did they find carrying the bag comfortable?
• Was the bag able to stay open during the cleaning 
activity?
• Was there water inside the bag?
• Did any of the bags rip with sharp objects?
• Did the user encounter any unmentioned problem 
during the cleaning activity?

Testing Desirability:

• Do the users enjoy using the device?
• Does the user show interest in re-using the device? 
• Have the carrying problems been solved?
• Any trouble with weight?
• Is rPET a desired solution for the material used?
• Do you see less sand being taken away from the 
beach?

Testing Viability:

• Has the beach cleaning activity been improved? The user understood how to use the bag

No object fallout during the cleaning activity

There were no signs of sand getting inside the 
users clothes by the bag during the activity

Bags could be carried comfortably, but the handles could be shorter

The user understood how to use the bag without 
instructions from me.

The preferred  opening was the string

Both bags were resistant to tearing

The user had trouble with wind, until the bag had some 
trash inside. At the beginning it was solved by using a rock

No water found inside the bag

The users liked the bags they used and think that they improve 
the beach cleaning activity he would also like to use it again
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Results

Observations

During this observation section, a set of images will be displayed portraying different 
situations that where seen during the activity that show how the user interacted with the 
solution and consequences of this interaction.

1. Last user testing picture!

2. User places bag infront, over shoulder

3. User uses the opening of the bag to carry it

4. Sand trapped between mesh and handles

5. User deposits waste inside bag

6. Metal string breaks

7. User places bag over neck and deposits waste inside the bag

8. Rubbish bag method is disposed of as the prototype is preferred by the users
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Evaluation

For the last user testing, 2 users where able to try out the final prototypes. They had 30 minutes to try 
each bag and then fill in the questionnaire.

During the testing I was with both users to see how they interacted with the bag and to listen for any 
comments that they could have regarding the bag.

It was clear how the metalic opening was not safe for use as it broke during the testing and that the 
opening with a rope re-inforcement was the way to go as it was safe, it stayed open and was flexible 
enough to allow for different holding methods to be applied with no problem.

The users had started the clean up activity with rubiish bag and after trying this solution, they were 
complaining about how uncomfortable the rubbish bag was compared to this bag, even trying to 
throw away the rubbish bag in order to only use the prototype they were testing.

One of the users again used the handle to put it over their neck while cleaning the beach. This method 
I find very interesting as I had not contemplated it for the design but it is good that the user could also 
use in other ways than the intended but still fullfilling the goals of the bag.

Tha handles that reached the bottom of the bag where placed like this for aesthetic purposes, during 
the cleaning activity, the handles part of the handles that were sewn to the curved surface got sand 
trapped between the mesh and the handle but during the activity, this sand also left the bag and the 
bag stayed clean and out of sand due to the own bags movement or by the user shaking the bag.

Final Features

Handles

The Handles are 6cm wide and go around the whole sides of the bag giving it a very 
industrial look while serving the purposes of making the bag also feel like a backpack if 
needed to be used like this. The functional length of the handle is 80cm which allow for 
them to wrap around your body comfortably and also the perfect length to carry over your 
shoulder. They will also protect the items inside the bag from fallout.
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Mesh Bag

The mesh bag is the casing of the device. It holds your plastic waste inside while the sand 
that can be picked up with the waste filters its way out leaving the beach better than ever.

Opening

The opening has a hem with an integrated rope to strengthen this part of the bag in order 
to maintain its shape and keep it open during the cleaning activity even if the wind is 
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Feasibility
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Material Selection

Given the selection of the type of mesh that will be used during the final prototyping phase, It is now time to 
select the actual material that the mesh and the handles will be made out of. In the research phase, some bio-
degradable materials where talked about, these will be recovered and studied again in order to reach to a final 
decision on which material will the mesh fabric and handles be made out of.

The three options contemplated where PCL (Polycaprolactone), PHA (Polyhydroxyalkanoate), and PLA 
(Polylactic acid). Each one has been researched more in depth in order to obtain more information about their 
manufacturing and product application options. 

PCL has a very low melting point 
(60oC), this makes it soft at 
room temperature. It is mostly 
used as additives and not as a 
core component of a polymer. 
Due to these characteristics, this 
material is used mostly for 3D 
rapid prototyping and will not be 
considered for the solution.

PLA is also used in various forms, 
this time also including healthcare, 
construction and textile industries. 
It is certified as biodegradable and 
compostable in all mediums too. 
This material is only compostable 
through industrial. There is 
material availability to work with to 
make a mesh bag fabric

Inquiries to PHA and PLA manufacturers have been done regarding the specific mesh requirements that the 
bag needs and If these materials are able to meet them. After contacting different bio-polymer manufacturers, 
it has been discovered that these material still require a lot of technological development in order to reach the 
technic specificatios required to produce fibres that can be threaded into mesh fabrics.

PHA is used for almost everything. 
From toys to cups all the way to 
film packaging. It is certified as 
biodegradable and compostable 
in all mediums. This material is 
industrial and home compostable. 
But it is not in commercial levels

The mesh that has been used during this design 
project is made out of polyester. The materials 
mentioned above where considered as substitutes 
of this material as they offered better degradation 
solutions but these materials weren’t recyclable.

Polyester in fact is a recyclable plastic and one that 
can be recycled many times. By using rPET, you don’t 
need extra petroleum thus reducing the carbon 
footprint. Producing rPET also creates 75% less CO2 
emissions that producing virgin PET.

The bag will be first produced with rPET and then it 
will be investigated to see if a 2nd or 3rd generation of 
this bag will be manufactured with bio-polymers once 
these materials reach a more developed stage.

The mesh has to be 40 g/m2, have a yarn count of 75D 
x 150D, 1mm width and a hexagonal pattern
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Manufacturing

The manufacturing of this bag is going to be done in sowing factories, the different patterns that have to be cut 
and where the bag has to be sown will be described below and also delivered with the production order to the 
factory that will end up producing the bag.

Supply Chain

rPET fibre 
threads are 

turned into the 
mesh fabric

rPET fibre 
threads are 

turned into the 
straps

rPET fibre 
threads are 

turned into the 
sewing thread

rPET fibre 
threads are 

threaded into 
strings

Fabrics and other 
pieces are sewn 

together to make 
the bags

Bags stored in 
respective 

stakeholder 
warehouses

Bags distributed 
to the individual 

user through 
different 
channels

Example Manufacturers

Mesh Fabric
Changle Yangfan Knitting Co., Ltd.
Needed measurements and finish available and also rPET material
Fujian, China (Mainland)

Straps
Guangzhou Shi Shang Industry Co., Ltd.
Avilable in 6cm width with printed logo and also rPET material
Their products are used in garments, shoes, bags, etc.
Guangdong, China (Mainland)

Rope
Guangzhou Lanjing Chemical Fiber Co., Ltd.
Available 10mm diameter and 100% recyclable cotton
Guangdong, China (Mainland)

Bag Manufacturer
Xinle Moyoon Bags Factory
They Include Meterials too
Hebei, China (Mainland)

Sewing String provided by Bag Manufacturer

All Manufacturers include transport to next destination costs
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List of Materials

Mesh Fabric Printed Straps Rope String

Material: rPET

Specifications:
40 g/m2, have a yarn 
count of 75D x 150D, 

1mm width and a 
hexagonal pattern

Colour: Custom

Material: rPET

Specifications: 
6cm wide, 2mm thick, 

woven logo

Colour: Custom

Material: 100% Recycled 
Cotton

Specifications: 
1cm diameter

Colour: Custom

Material: rPET

Specifications: 
Tex Size T-70

Ticket Number 69 
Government Size E 

Yarn Construction 220 X 3

Colour: Transparent

How to manufacture the bag

Straight StichStraight-Cross Stich

Sow straps
 
Sow hems on both ends 

of strap
 

Remember not to sow 
straps to the bags hem

 
Straight Stich through 

the sides only

Insert String and sow 

hem
 

Straight Stich

Sow sides from bottom 

to top
 

Straight-Cross Stich

Sow all sides to bottom 
panel

 
Straight-Cross Stich

1 432
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Patterns for the Bag

Sowing Line

Cutting Line

Added 1cm border to 
achieve the correct 
dimensions after sowing

Sow the straps 5mm 
from its sides

Material Edge

Scale of Strap - 1:7
Scale of Body - 1:6
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Viability
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NGO’s

Public 
Entities

Individual
User Hotels

Me

Client

Other
Companies

e-commerce

Stakeholder Map

Me

Since the end of 2018, I have been involving myself 
in different beach cleaning activities, making me 
much more aware of the problem that is plastic 
waste pollution and how it’s damaging our planet. 
This has not only made me more aware of the plastic 
waste problem but also I’ve been able to discover 
the greater scale of this global warming problem. I 
have decided to take action in several different fronts, 
focusing on plastic waste, I’ve decided to do my 
graduation project about this problem, I have been 
acquiring better plastic waste recycling lifestyle and 
reducing the use of plastic as much as possible.

Client

My client wants to introduce this solution into 
the market as his new start up with the aim to 
accomplish the statements listed in the Background 
of Topic. Firstly on a local scale and progressing into a 
global scale in the up and coming years. This project 
is not only about the final product created/sold but 
also the message and values that come with it.

Individuals (User)

They take part in beach cleaning activities regularly, 
they are activists and try to do their best in order to 
make the world a better place. Every time they go 
to a beach they try to pick up at least one bag full of 
rubbish and with this solution they will be able to do 
this more regularly and pick up even more plastics 
from the beach. They will get the bag from any of the 
distributors mentioned next

Own e-commerce 
(Distributor)

Not only will this bag be 
able to be used through 
the aforementioned 
distributors but eventually 
an e-commerce will be 
created to distribute and 
reach places that the 
bag hasn’t been able to 
be introduced in and 
to anyone that wants to 
have this bag for their 
own and don’t have a re-
seller close to them.

NGO’s (Distributor)

There are several 
organizations that are 
working towards the 
cleanliness of beaches 
throughout beach 
cleaning activities. In the 
Canary Islands there are 
already 4 organizations 
dedicated to this purpose 
such as 1bolsamenos, 
oceans4lifegc, 
canariaslibredeplastico 
& gcsostenible This 
solution would help their 
infrastructure as many 
of them do not have the 
resources and rely on 
what the participants 
bring that is sometimes 
not suitable for the 
intended purpose. With 
this bag they can give 
them out to be used 
during the activity and 
then retrieved or they 
can also re-sell the bag to 
raise funds for their cause.

Public Entities 
(Distributor)

Public entities like 
the municipalities or 
governments can use 
this solution as part of 
their social awareness 
programmes. An 
awareness campaign in 
order to motivate and 
teach citizens about the 
struggle of the plastic 
waste problem. This 
bag can be given out 
to the public but not 
only the bag itself but 
accompanied by an 
important message that 
has to be spread around 
the globe.

Hotels (Distributor) 

As part of their corporate 
responsibility, hotels can 
introduce this solution 
as a welcoming gift to 
their guests in order to 
make them aware of the 
problem that the world 
is facing. They would be 
able to focus it on the 
area where the hotel is 
located making it much 
more specific but at the 
same time explaining 
the problem al together. 
This bag can be given 
out to the public but 
not only the bag itself 
but accompanied by an 
important message that 
has to be spread around 
the globe.

Other Companies 
(Distributor)

Different businesses like 
supermarkets or local 
stores will be able to buy 
the product and resell it 
at their own commerce’s.
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Costs

Assumed Order Price for Each Stakeholder:

NGO’s: 100 units
These organizations normally have small budgets but they are the organizations that could 
cause the biggest impact with the purpose of the bag.

Hotels: 1000 units
The average size per chain hotel in rooms in 2018 was 158, If a hotel wanted to buy this 
product for an awareness campaign inside their hotels during a top peak season (mid 
June-August, approx 10/11 weeks), they’d want to order at least one unit per room.

Public Entities: 1000 units
Las Canteras receives around 325000 tourists a year, 890 a day. 1000 units for a week-long 
campaign could even be a small order.

Other Companies: 1000 units
Other companies have the power to reach the biggest amount of users but may not be 
able to transmit the purpose of the bag correctly so it is important to assume that the bag 
could not be used for beach cleaning activities.

E-commerce: 1000 units
Depending on sales, the production wil cease, decrease, maintain or increase.
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Production Costs For 1000 Units

Material Supply

Mesh Fabric (Width 150cm)

Piece 1: (150/45 = 3) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag)
Fit 7p in 1 column
1000/7 = 142 rows
45 ~ 48 → 48 • 142 = 6816cm = 68,16m

Piece 2: (150/57 = 2) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag)
Fit 7p in 1 column
1000/7 = 142 rows
57 ~ 60 → 60 • 142 = 8520cm = 85,20m

Piece 3: (150/30 = 4) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag) 
Fit 7p in 1 column
1000/7 = 142 rows
30 ~ 33 → 33 • 142 = 4686cm = 46,86m

Piece 4: (150/45 = 3) (2 per bag)
Fit 3p in 1 column
1000/3 = 334 rows
45 ~ 48 → 48 • 334 = 16032 • 2 = 32064cm = 320,64m

For 1000 units → 320,64 + 46,86 + 85,20 + 68,16 
       → 520,86 ~ 521m ~ 570y
       → 570 • 1,20 = 684€ 
       → 684/1000 = 0,64€ Per bag

Straps

1 bag = 2 straps
1 strap = 202cm → 2 straps = 404cm
404 • 1000 = 404000cm → 4418,19m → 4420y

For 1000 units → 4420 • 0,3 = 1326€ 
       → 1326/1000 = 1,33€ Per bag

Rope

1 bag = 30 + 30 + 20 + 20 = 100cm ~ 110cm → 1,1m

For 1000 units → 1,1 • 1000 = 1100m 
       → 1100 • 0,2 = 220€
       → 220/1000 = 0,22€ Per bag

Bag Manufacturer

1000 pieces → 1000 • 3,25€ Per bag = 3250€

Production Cost

Material Supply + Bag Manufacturer

PC = 1,33 + 0,68 + 0,22 + 3,25 → 5,48€ Per bag
           PC → 5480€

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TRANSPORT TO NEXT DESTINATION

Production Costs For 100 Units

Material Supply

Mesh Fabric (Width 150cm)

Piece 1: (150/45 = 3) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag)
Fit 7p in 1 column
100/7 = 15 rows
45 ~ 48 → 48 • 15 = 720cm = 7,2m

Piece 2: (150/57 = 2) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag)
Fit 7p in 1 column
100/7 = 15 rows
57 ~ 60 → 60 • 15 = 900cm = 9m

Piece 3: (150/30 = 4) (150/20 = ~7) (1 per bag)
Fit 7p in 1 column
100/7 = 15 rows
30 ~ 33 → 33 • 15 = 495cm = 4,95m

Piece 4: (150/45 = 3) (2 per bag)
Fit 3p in 1 column
100/3 = 34 rows
45 ~ 48 → 48 • 34 = 1632 • 2 = 3264cm = 32,64m

For 100 units → 32,64 + 4,95 + 9 + 7,2 
       → 53,79 ~ 54m ~ 60y
       → 60 • 1,20 = 72€ 
       → 72/100 = 0,72€ Per bag

An extended version of the costs is available in the Appendix 8

Straps

1 bag = 2 straps
1 strap = 202cm → 2 straps = 404cm
404 • 100 = 40400cm → 441,8m → 442y

For 100 units → 442 • 0,5 = 221€ 
       → 221/100 = 2,21€ Per bag

Rope

1 bag = 30 + 30 + 20 + 20 = 100cm ~ 110cm → 1,1m

For 100 units → 1,1 • 100 = 110m 
       → 110 • 0,25 = 27,5€
       → 27,5/100 = 0,28€ Per bag

Bag Manufacturer

100 pieces → 100 • 3,45€ Per bag = 345€

Production Cost

Material Supply + Bag Manufacturer

PC = 2,21 + 0,72 + 0,28 + 3,45 → 6,66€ Per bag
           PC → 666€ 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE TRANSPORT TO NEXT DESTINATION
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Cost

Functionality

Competition Analysis

Our Bag

This bag is specifically designed to be used 
during Beach Cleaning activities. A mesh 
body makes the bag a clear aid to the 
ecosystem as it helps filtering the sand from 
the waste you pick up in order to cause less 
harm to the habitat you’re cleaning. This bag 
is made with several different sustainable 
and recyclable synthetic fabrics. It will be 
sold to general public at an approximate 
price of 10€ per bag and at a price tag of 
3€ per bag to companies for their re-sell or 
promotional use.

4Ocean Bag

This multipurpose bag serves for everything you need, 
you can take it everywhere you like (beach, lake, park). 
Or use it to pick up trash and throw it away properly. 
By buying one of these bags, 1 pound of rubbish will 
be removed from the ocean and coasts. The material 
the bag is made of is 100% recycled material. The bag 
costs 15 or 25€ depending on the pack you choose.

Rubbish Bag

Bag traditionally used for rubbish disposal inside bins, 
it has always been a go-to whenever some kind of 
trash has to be picked up from the floor. It is made 
out of polyethylene and has a 140- gauge thickness 
(40 microns). This material takes 5-10 years to degrade 
if in appropriate conditions and up to 100 if it’s high 
density PET. Rubbish bag packs in local supermarkets 
tend to sell at 1-10€.

Net

Nets are used to recover the smallest pieces of plastics 
from beaches, you can normally find these in the form 
of kids fishing nets or kitchen sifters. They are made 
from polyesters, polyvinyl chloride, or ABS. These last 
two plastics are even more unsustainable and release 
toxins, Sifters are normally made from stainless steel 
and this material is recyclable and non-contaminant. 
The plastics listed for these fishing nets are considered 
to be non-degradable and permanently bonded. Kids 
fishing nets are sold at around 5-15€ and sifters too

Litter pickers

Clamp mechanism tool used to grab trash from 
the beach and deposit in a bag, you don’t need to 
kneel down to reach rubbish but it is used for rock 
beaches because these are places more accessibility 
difficulties, can’t pick up microplastics, user can’t store 
the residue, have to make use of a bag. These tools are 
normally made from a combination of plastics and 
metals and are sold at around 5- 40€.
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Desirability
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‘Difficult to carry around 
when it gets full, sand 

gets mixed with waste’

‘Using more plastic 
while collecting plastic’

User Needs

Based on the research and testing done throughout this project, users are willing to 
change their beach cleaning tools if certain expectations from a new solution are met. 
Going back to the beginning of this report, the main problems identified where ‘weight’, 
‘difficulty to carry’, ‘material’ & ‘sand retention’.

Weight comes very much 
together with the difficulty to 
carry problem. If there is no 
feature that helps you carry 
the waste you pick up then 
the weigh is going to feel like 
more of a problem because 
it will be more inconvenient. 
Implementing new variations 
for this carrying problem will 
improve the weight.

Implementing a bigger 
handle and a different 
placement of these in the 
bag, a bag- backpack has 
been achieved in order to 
fulfil various different carrying 
methods to allow the user to 
have as many options to carry 
the bag possible.

Compared to the materials 
used in the existing methods, 
rPET is more sustainable than 
the virgin plastics used for 
the rubbish bags and fishing 
nets. Still not as sustainable 
as a bio-polymer but these 
materials are still a bit far 
away from meeting the 
requirements needed for a 
mesh fabric.

Sand retention has been 
drastically improved. 
Compared to the existing 
solutions, this new bag would 
decrease sand retention by 
more than half of what the 
usual tools can. 21% of sand 
retention in the new solution 
against 53% & 73% of sand 
retention in the original 
methods.
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Requirements Check

At the end of this final stage, the prototype tested will be 
compared to the requirements in order to check if the 
prototype and overall final concept meets the requirements 
that were set at the beginning of the design phase and that 
have been improving throughout this process.

This check is a more visual representation of what has been 
written down on the final Evaluation. The requirements used 
were the ones from the previous requirement modification. If 
there is a need of new requirement modifications, these will be 
mentioned in the further development.

Requirements Check
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Yes/No/ImproveYes/No/ImproveYes/No/Improve

Obtaining Product

Individual user 5-10€ Per bag - - Yes

Bulk Orders 2-4€ Per bag. - - Improve

Using Product

Carry the solution through the beach and to the bins with rubbish 
inside - - Yes

Carry on the back Yes Yes Yes

Carry on the chest Yes Yes Yes

Carry over the shoulder Yes Yes Yes

Carry with hands Yes Yes Yes

Resistant to moderate breeze Improve Yes Yes

Volume of capacity 35L. Yes (30-40L) Yes (35L) Yes (35L)

Solution must stay open on its own while being held with body/
hands Improve Improve Yes

Solutions opening is moldable - - Yes

Solution maintains its shape during cleaning activity - - Yes

No item fallout during the activity Yes Yes Yes

Sand < 1mm can go through the solution Yes Yes Yes

Sand doesn’t get inside clothes Yes Yes Yes

There is no water retention inside the solution Improve Yes Yes

Material does not rip if in contact with sharp objects Improve Yes Yes

Disposal of Product

Cleaned by user only with a water wash Yes Yes Yes

Can be stored in a coat/bag hanger Yes Yes Yes

Made with recyclable plastic or any other reusable material  Yes Yes Yes

Cleaned by user only with a water wash - - Yes

Aesthetics

Space for branding of bigger organizations (Public Entities, Hotels, 
etc.) - - Yes

Space for branding of the product when sold directly to individual 
consumers - - Yes

Branding must not compromise mesh surface - - Improve

Monochrome to avoid clash of colours between solution and possi-
ble brandidng (individual consumer) - - Yes

Customizable colours depending on the client (organizations & 
businesses) - - Yes

Material

• Un-unthredable tulle mesh fabric will be used for the bag No Yes Yes

Further Development
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Once the exact price quotations from the manufacturers are established, a much more precise 
calculation of the costs can be done. 

The material used will not be the one desired in a start but it will be worked on as it is a very 
important aspect of the bag that can bring a lot of added value to it as it can be marketed 
much better. And cause even less impact on the environment.

Right after the first cleaning activity where I tried out the first prototypes, I received a message 
from the founder of the organization I’m collaborating with to do the beach cleaning activities 
for the user testings and other research I’ve done during this project saying that there were 2 
people that where interested in buying my solution once it was finished. It was a really exciting 
moment as it proved to me (outside from the positive results I have gathered throughout this 
project) that what I’m doing is desirable and that people actually want a better solution for 
beach cleaning activities. I have received also many other offers from friends and people I have 
talked with about my project.

Spar has also shown interest in this bag as they have reached out with the intention of selling 
this bag in their stores but this is in development because they are taking their time to respond 
to our questions.

Regarding the design, it would be good to re-check the handle placement due to this slight 
sand problem mentioned in the evaluation and results from the last test. The rest of the 
requirements have been checked out succesfully but as always there is room for improvement 
in every aspect of the bag.


